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As the first of what is planned to be a short series of forums that focus on issues of smart city development, this 

forum took a broad view of what makes a Smart City ‘smart’. Definitions of a smart city were reviewed, and these 

ranged from the economist view that ‘smart’ relates to the efficient use of scare but available resources to solve key 

contemporary challenges, such as pollution, efficient transportation systems, etc., to wider considerations involving 

innovation, job creation and competitiveness. It actually took the ITU several months of discussion with stakeholders 

to reach a consensus definition that included ‘sustainability’ as an important component of what defines a smart 

city. 

The changing role of stakeholders, including vendors, as well as citizens and civil organizations, was illustrated by the 

example of Google using data in the US of reported outbreaks of influenza in emails and social media to forecast the 

spread of the disease more accurately and much faster than the forecasts of official health organizations. Smart 

cities are increasingly going to be cities generating vast amounts of data, and using that data in a smart way will be 

an important tool for city management. Exactly for that reason, Singapore is developing an infrastructure including, 

among other things, sensors and a heterogeneous network 

(HetNet) to capitalize on the coming Internet-of-Things (IoT). 

Being a small island economy, nation and city, Singapore is 

well placed to pioneer many of these applications and the 

standards of communications and interoperability that need 

to go with them.  

The issue of silos came up several times, not just as a fact of 

how city administrations are traditionally organized, but also 

in terms of whether silos are sometimes the most effective 

way of making progress even when the ideal holistic approach 

to being smart normally implies cross-cutting and horizontal 

networks and applications. Maybe the issue of interoperability, like the issue of IT systems in general, is best 

approached in a modular and incremental way, for example, cross-cutting interoperable transport applications such 

as travel tickets or systems of revenue collection which apply to multiple modes of transport. Examples like the 

Octopus card in Hong Kong, which is now used way beyond the transport sector, for example, as an entry key to a 

building or for payment for photocopying in a public library, is a good example of the incremental approach. This 

raises a key point that was brought up, namely being ‘smart’ is to reduce complexity. While vendors may have an 

incentive to sell large complex systems wisely, they would be better advised to assist cities to reduce the complexity 

of city management systems. Less means more and better.  

Building on that point comes the very important methodological issue of how to measure these things. For example, 

the spread of smart devices is part and parcel of the growth of smart apps, but it is also the cause of a surge in the 

use of energy consumption. Here a distinction can be drawn between greenfield and brownfield sites. Greenfield 

sites should, in theory, allow costs and benefits to be estimated without legacy issues, but the devil is often in the 

detail. Invariably, not all the components of a whole new system are good for purpose, and designing living 

environments without the bottom-up wisdom of the crowd and proof-of-concept is a recipe for costly mistakes. By 

contrast, brownfield sites have well-established economies of scale and are Living Labs of experience and ideas. 

While legacy issues can pose major problems, and the silo issue is undoubtedly one, for example, persuading utilities 

to share ducts, a smart city is, after all, one that should be liveabmarle in with its informal networks of people and 

places.  
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Urban living is now the norm globally, and migration to 

the towns will continue unabated.  The economies of 

scale should offer scalable solutions even as they create 

major challenges. These are endogenous challenges. 

Climate change, other natural environmental 

occurrences, man-made disasters such as wars and an 

inability to share and conserve scare resources such as 

water, will create exogenous challenges – although 

endogenous and exogenous factors are rarely 

unrelated. Complexity will grow and therefore, reducing 

complexity will be the smart way to go. So the question is, are we collectively smart enough to act on that message? 

 

To read the briefing paper of the session, please visit: http://trpc.biz/iic-singapore-trpc-forum-smart-cities-what-

makes-them-smart/ 

For more information on our events please visit: http://trpc.biz/news-events/  
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